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Abstract

We propose a fuzzy ontology for human activity representation, which allows us to model and reason about vague, incomplete, and uncertain knowledge. Some relevant subdomains found to be missing in previous proposed ontologies for this domain were modelled as well. The resulting fuzzy OWL 2 ontology is able to model uncertain knowledge and represent temporal relationships between activities using an underlying fuzzy state machine representation. We provide a proof of concept of the approach in work scenarios such as the office domain, and also make experiments to emphasize the benefits of our approach with respect to crisp ontologies. As a result, we demonstrate that the inclusion of fuzzy concepts and relations in the ontology provide benefits during the recognition process with respect to crisp approaches.

1. Introduction

Human activity study is a complex but key aspect in the development of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) systems. Different techniques have been developed for activity and user modelling, and they may be classified as data-driven [1] and knowledge-based [2] approaches. The methods in the first category are aimed at providing robust models for handling human behaviour specific features using statistical and machine learning techniques. The best strengths of these models are their ability to handle noise, uncertainty, or incomplete sensor data [3], and they have proven to be accurate in different domains where semantics are not key. However, the need for training data and the time and performance required for these models are limitations in dynamic environments and situations where context-aware data prevail. Furthermore, data-driven algorithms do not offer abstract reasoning mechanisms that allow inferring the meaning of the actions according to their semantics [4].

On the other hand, knowledge-based techniques have been applied in pervasive computing environments to improve interoperability and adaptation to different context situations. Usually, context data sources are dynamic, continuously changing depending on the environment, not always mobile, known, nor taken into account in advance. For this reason, these methods show advantages with respect to data-driven models due to the inclusion of context management tools. Further features of knowledge-based techniques that are interesting for human activity representation are the possibility of providing both the environment and the user with semantics to aid in the context definition process, facilitate the definition and comprehension of human behaviours (e.g. machine readable and easier to interpret), and consequently, ease the development of new learning and recognition models able to better understand the meaning of human actions and execute logic reasoning about future needs, situations, or actions. In addition, all this can occur considering the context information where the activity is performed. Examples of knowledge-based techniques contain logic-based approaches [5,6], rule-based systems [7], and ontological models [8].

Despite the fact that most of the approaches about human activity recognition are focused in Ambient Assisted Living and Smart Home assistance [2,9,10], another emerging scenario is the office/work domain and public buildings environments. In this case, the goals are aimed at improving energy efficiency and work assistance [11–14]. For instance, MOSES [15] localizes work staff and identifies the tasks they are doing at any moment, being able in this way to give advice on the remaining tasks to be carried out.
out and warn about potential oversights or forgotten actions. Another example is iShopFloor [16], a multi-agent architecture to plan and control industry processes. However, semantic technologies have not been generally included into these models, although there are exceptions such as in intelligent meeting rooms [17] or maintenance of large buildings [16,18]. Aml scenarios in offices or work environments focus on easing the work in groups and optimizing the office space. For example, EasyMeeting [19] is an intelligent meeting room system that builds on the design of CoBrA [20]. RFID sensors embedded in the walls and furniture detect the presence of the users’ devices and clothing. On receiving information about the user’s context and intention, the broker sharing platform allows the activation of the projector, slide downloading, and lighting control. In [18], ontology-based interoperability is applied to Smart Spaces for a context-aware maintenance of large buildings, monitoring environmental variables, automatically detecting building-related faults, and executing multi-modal interventions. An architecture for an ubiquitous group decision support system, WebMeeting [21], is able to consider the emotional factors of participants and their associated argumentation processes. The system shows available information to the participants, analyses the meeting trends, and suggests arguments to be exchanged with others. Further interesting projects regarding activity recognition in the office domain are the AIRE project [12], the SmartOffice or Monico project [14], the Interactive Room (iRoom) [22], or the NIST Smart Space and Meeting Recognition projects, which develop tools for assistance in meeting rooms [13].

The most widely used tool to integrate semantics into activity recognition systems are ontologies [4]. However, there are current limitations of ontology-based activity recognition techniques that must be tackled: they require good knowledge engineering skills to model the domain, OWL DL does not allow interval (i.e. overlapping) temporal reasoning, ontological reasoning can be computationally expensive [23], and they cannot deal with uncertainty [4]. In this work, we provide advances to solve this last limitation and propose a fuzzy ontology to give support for impression and uncertainty, typical of everyday life situations. For instance, a sensor can give readings with a certain degree of reliability, or work only at specific times or in certain conditions; users may perform subtle changes in the way they perform their activities, the execution of an activity may be detected with a certainty or satisfaction degree, and all this information should be taken into account into the reasoning process. Unfortunately, classic crisp ontology proposals cannot handle this type of information. In our approach, different levels of granularity are designed so that incremental context acquisition allows behaviour abstraction and a more accurate, i.e., low-level recognition. By setting a behaviour specification structure, a set of rules can define how to recognize a human behaviour out of a sequence of observations. And, since fuzzy ontologies can handle uncertainty, our approach is able to solve this limitation with respect to crisp approaches. Fuzzy logic was already proposed as an argument to “reject the maximality rule, according to which only altogether true sentences are true, and embracing instead the rule of endorsement, which means that whatever is more or less true is true” [24]. As argued in [24], positing fuzzy predicates usually simplifies theories in most scientific fields; fuzzy predicates are much more plausible and give a more cohesive world view than their crisp counterpart. In this way, classical ontologies are not suitable to deal with imprecise and vague knowledge, which is inherent to real world domains [25]. On the other hand, fuzzy ontologies have the advantage of extending information queries, allowing the search to also cover related results. This makes the decisions about relatedness based on modelled domain knowledge, i.e., instead of just offering exact matches, the search can be extended to cover also related concepts, so that precise wording is not needed to get a useful hit (as the context of a document does not have to be exactly the same one for the user to benefit from it) [26]. This results on more effective retrieval. Likewise, another advantage of fuzzy ontologies is the fuzzy semantics, as they are more flexible towards mapping between different ontologies [26].

Let us put an example to show the benefits of fuzzy ontologies versus crisp ones. Because in a fuzzy ontology we can define that the CoffeeBreak activity is recognized accounting for different weights on the actions that compose it (e.g. 0.3 TakeMug, 0.3 TakeCoffeePan, 0.4 TakeMilk), thus, when one action has been skipped due to an exception (e.g. milk run out) or a missing sensor reading, the activity can still be recognized to a lower degree. In contrast, the same activity formalized in a crisp ontology could not be recognized if any of the exclusive elements that compose it is missing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the following section describes related work on ontologies for human activity recognition and introduces fuzzy ontologies as the main tool for the rest of the manuscript. After that, in Section 3, we present a novel ontology for human activity modelling and its extension to Fuzzy OWL 2 with support for the fuzzyDL reasoner. We detail concepts and relationships in the fuzzy ontology as well as Section 4.1 presents the use case on domain specific entities for the office environment. Section 4.2 describes an evaluation of the approach with respect to the crisp case, and finally, conclusions and future work are shown in Section 5.

2. Related work

2.1. Ontologies for human behaviour recognition

The literature offers a wide range of ontology definitions [27], although the most extended one is that a ontology is a “formal specification of a shared conceptualization” [28]. It offers a formalism to represent classes or concepts, individuals, relations, functions, and attributes. As providers of a format for exchanging knowledge, they promote interoperability, knowledge reuse, and information integration with automatic validation. Ontologies separate declarative and procedural knowledge, making the modularity of the knowledge base (KB) [29] easier. They also allow information to become not only human but also machine-readable by agents. Ontologies have been used in heterogeneous problems such as intelligent m-Government emergency response services (e.g., disasters and attacks) through case-based reasoning [30] or detecting information system conflicts in requirement analysis phase [31], just to name a few. Using ontologies in human activity recognition provides a number of advantages [32]: it supports incremental progressive activity recognition, state based modelling, and a robust reasoning mechanism. Other benefits are the ability to discriminate the significance and urgency of activities through semantic descriptions, and the support for course-grained and fine-grained activity assistance and the possibility for data fusion and semantic reasoning, including activity recognition, activity learning, and activity assistance.

In order to model human activity and behaviour in AmI, the context needs to be modelled. With respect to other context models such as key-value models, object oriented or logic based models [33], ontology-based context modelling excels as regards simplicity, flexibility, extensibility, generality, expressiveness, and automatic code generation [34]. Approaches based on ontology reasoning [2,3] represent activities and each data that can be used to recognize them, from sensors to actors. There are also hybrid approaches combining data-driven and knowledge-based approaches for activity recognition, e.g., evidential network-based activity inference [10] or COSAR [35]. The COSAR system retrieves information about simple human activities using hybrid ontological/statistical reasoners.
Ontological reasoning with OWL 2 serves to recognize complex activities based on elementary sensor data and simple activities recognized through statistical reasoning [8]. In COSAR, the PaSPOT ontology [23] is used within the context aggregation middleware CARE [36]. Another hybrid approach incorporates ontology-based context reasoning together with computer vision research and integrates a scene tracking system with an ontological layer to avoid issues that make classical object tracking procedures fail in complex scenarios [37].

There is a set of ontologies for modelling context in human activity. CoBrA-Ont (from Context Broker Architecture) [20] is an extension from SOUPA. It particularly handles locations, people, and activities. The CoDAMoS [38] ontology focuses on modelling roles, hardware, and software services around four main core entities: user, environment, platform, and service. Delivery Context [39] is another ontology, from W3C, that treats hardware and software interfaces and networks. SOUPA [40] (Standard Ontologies for Ubiquitous and Pervasive Applications) concerns rely on time, agents, actions, locations, and policies. The mIoT network ontology [41] applies the NeOn re-engineering methodology to reuse other ontologies and stress different concepts around services and device interaction. CONON [42] (CONtext ONtology) provides an upper ontology with environmental conditions as well as diverse extensions such as activity planning (deduced and scheduled activities) and services. In PIVOn [43] (Pervasive Information Visualization Ontology), location models and device-based services can be highlighted as one of their focus, while the Situation Ontology [44] mainly considers the modelling of situation and context layers, as well as hardware and software interfaces and networks. A more in-depth survey of ontologies for human behaviour representation may be found in [4].

The common lacking element found in existing ontologies is the support for modelling uncertain, vague, and imprecise information [4], which is an inherent feature of activity recognition. For this reason, in the next sections, we propose a solution to this problem based on fuzzy ontologies.

2.2. Fuzzy Ontologies

In many scenarios, and particularly in the human behaviour representation domain, we find elements whose nature is imprecise. A classic crisp ontology cannot represent this type of information, since they can only model relations between entities that may be either true or false. For instance, in the statement “User has taken coffee”, the activity CoffeeBreak, the activity CoffeeBreak could be recognized with some degree of truth depending on the sensor data acquired and how the user is performing the activity. Fortunately, fuzzy and possibilistic logic have proved to be suitable formalisms to handle imprecise/vague and uncertain knowledge, respectively [29]. Contrary to classical set theory, where elements either belong to a set or not, in the fuzzy set theory, elements can belong to a set with some degree of membership. Formally, a fuzzy subset A of X is defined by a membership function µ(x), or simply A(x), which assigns any x ∈ X to a value in the real interval between 0 and 1. Fuzzy logic allows to perform approximate reasoning involving inference rules with premises, consequences, or both of them containing fuzzy propositions [45].

Up to 17 formal definitions can be found for fuzzy ontology [29]. However, one of the most accepted definitions is an ontology that uses fuzzy logic to provide a natural representation of imprecise and vague knowledge, and eases reasoning over it. Fuzzy Description Logic (DL) is the most developed formalism to work with fuzzy ontologies [29]. Formally, a Fuzzy Knowledge Base (FKB) or fuzzy ontology can be considered as a finite set of axioms that comprises a fuzzy ABox A and a fuzzy TBox T [46]. A fuzzy ABox consists of a finite set of fuzzy (concept or role) assertions, while a fuzzy TBox consists of a finite set of fuzzy General Concept Inclusions (Fuzzy GCIs), with a minimum fuzzy degree of subsumption. Fuzzy ontologies and fuzzy extensions of DL have shown to be useful in applications from information retrieval and image interpretation to Semantic Web and others [46]. In [47], a fuzzy keyword ontology serves to annotate and search events in reports by superimposing a fuzzy partonomy on fuzzy classifications.

Given a crisp ontology, elements that can be fuzzified include datatypes, object properties (through fuzzy modifiers), and data properties (through fuzzy modified data types). Furthermore, depending on the application domain, it can be frequent to have assertions of axioms about concrete individuals and classes, as well as (data and object) property assertions with a fuzzy degree. Among different approaches for fuzzifying an ontology, we can find Fuzzy OWL 2 mappings [45] or value discretization approaches [48]. To fuzzify a crisp ontology, it needs to be translated into a language supported by a fuzzy ontology reasoner. Fuzzy OWL 2 parsers convert Fuzzy OWL 2 ontologies into DeLorean [29] and fuzzyDL [45] reasoners’ syntax. DeLorean [29] is a fuzzy rough DL reasoner that supports fuzzy rough extensions of the fuzzy DLs SROIQ(D) and SROIN(D) (equivalent to OWL and OWL 2) and it is based on a discretization of the fuzzy ontology using x-cuts [29]. DeLorean computes an equivalent non-fuzzy representation in OWL or OWL 2. However, we consider fuzzyDL to be the most convenient existing tool for ontological reasoning with uncertainty. Next, we motivate our needs and its usage.

2.2.1. fuzzyDL reasoner

fuzzyDL [45] reasoner’s main features are the extension of the classical description logic SROIQ(D) to the fuzzy case. It allows fuzzy concepts with left-shoulder, right-shoulder, triangular, and trapezoidal membership functions, general inclusion axioms and concept modifiers. Fuzzy modifiers apply to fuzzy sets to change their membership function. FuzzyDL supports crisp intervals that can serve to define fuzzy concrete predicates. In fuzzy rule based systems (e.g. Mamdani IF-THEN system), fuzzy IF-THEN rules are fired to a degree which is a function of the degree of match between their antecedent and the input. The deduction rule is generalized Modus Ponens. FuzzyDL’s reasoning algorithm [45] uses a combination of a tableau algorithm and a MIP (Mixed Integer Linear Programming) optimization problem.

By adopting fuzzy reasoners, we can accept axioms (of activities or behaviours) happening with a certain degree of truth, completeness or certainty. In fuzzyDL, the notion of satisfaction of a fuzzy axiom E by a fuzzy interpretation I, denoted I |= E, is defined in [45] as follows:

- I |= \{ t \geq x \} if t\{ x \} \geq x,
- I |= \{ \text{trans } R \} if \forall y, x, z. R^t(x, y) \sup_{z \in X} R^t(x, z) \sup_{z \in X} R^t(z, y),
- I |= \{ \bigcap_{i \in I} R_i \} if \forall y. x. y. \bigwedge_{i \in I} R_i(x, y),
- I |= \{ \text{inv } R_i \} if \forall y. x. z. R_i(x, y) \sup_{z \in X} R_i(x, z).

In fuzzyDL, concept C is satisfiable if there is an interpretation I and an individual x ∈ X such that C(x) > 0 [45]. For a set of axioms \textit{E}, we say that I satisfies \textit{E} iff I satisfies each element in \textit{E}. I is a model of \textit{E} (resp. \textit{C}) if I \textit{E} (resp. I \textit{C}). I \textit{C} satisfies (is a model of) a fuzzy KB \textit{K} = (A, \textit{T}, \textit{R}, \textit{C}) if I \textit{C} is a model of each component \textit{A}, \textit{T} and \textit{R}, respectively.

An axiom \textit{E} is a logical consequence of a knowledge base \textit{K}, denoted \textit{K} \models \textit{E} if every model of \textit{K} satisfies \textit{E}. Given \textit{K} and a fuzzy
axiom $\tau$ of the forms $(\mathbf{x} : C, z)$, $(\langle \mathbf{x}, y \rangle : R, \mathbf{z})$ or $(C \sqsubseteq D, \mathbf{x})$, it is of interest to compute $\tau$’s best lower degree value bound.

The greatest lower bound of $\tau$ w.r.t. $K$ (denoted $\text{glb}(\langle K, \tau \rangle)$) is $\text{glb}(\langle K, \tau \rangle) = \sup \{ n | K \models (\tau \geq n) \}$, where $\sup \emptyset = 0$. Determining the $\text{glb}$, i.e., the Best Degree Bound (BDB) problem, consists of determining the best satisfiability bound of a concept $C$:

$$\text{glb}(\langle K, C \rangle) = \sup_{x \in ax^K} (\text{C}(x) | I \models K).$$

Reasoning tasks allowed by fuzzyDL are typical BDB, concept satisfiability and subsumption problems, optimization of variables and defuzzifications.

In the next section, we detail the components of our proposal on a crisp ontology for human behaviour modelling and how its fuzzification is performed by using fuzzyDL.

3. A fuzzy ontology for human activity modelling

In this section, we first describe the design principles used to represent human behaviour in a crisp subset/core of the ontology and then, the fuzzification procedure to obtain the proposed fuzzy approach. Among the different knowledge engineering methodologies, we mostly followed NeOn Ontology engineering methodology [49] to make our approach. Some highlighted aspects of this methodology are the ontology resource reuse, requirements specification, development of required scenarios, and dynamic ontology evolution. NeOn targets software developers and ontology practitioners, it has dynamic guidelines for ontology evolution and treats context dimension and distributed collaboration. As human activity recognition requires constant update of input sensor data and the ability to adapt to changes in behaviour, NeOn allows the evolution of the ontology.

3.1. A (crisp) human behaviour ontology

First we modelled a basic (crisp) ontology that gathers concepts from different basic subdomains. We can distinguish among four main entities: Users, Environment, Activities, and the corresponding interactions among them. The three first elements can be considered the core of the ontology, and all together define the what, who, when, and where for each relevant event to be annotated:

1. **Users.** Users can be divided into two categories: A Single User is used to represent a unique user performing activities. Aspects to consider when learning behaviours contain the user’s location, role/position, calendar, the user social network, etc. On the other hand, the second category Multi-user/Generic User involves a group of users sharing a common behaviour or objective (meeting attendants, visitors, students, etc.). Since this kind of behaviour embraces a group of people performing the same action, they are not considered individually. We define a Generic User class as a way to represent an abstraction of a group of users. The Generic User shares some properties with Single User actions and activities, such as roles or access rights. This class is also useful when personal data about users is not known, but is relevant as an observed entity in the environment.

2. **Environment.** It is an organized hierarchy of locations, models, and generic and specific features of each kind of space. For example, in the office domain, environments are offices, meeting and lecture rooms, auditoriums, kitchen, toilets, etc. Different levels to track indoors positioning may include floor and room numbers, while outdoor locations may refer to open spaces or means of transport. A location can have associated measurements such as Humidity, Temperature, Lighting, Noise-Level, or Pressure. For a finer grained environment, objects (e.g., doors, curtains, windows) can have, e.g., an Aperture state and rooms and locations a (seating) Capacity.

3. Actions, Activities, and Behaviours. We distinguish among three types of events or activity granularity levels.

- Actions or atomic events with a timestamp, e.g.: OpenDoor, MoveObject, TurnLightOff, WalkBy, BeObservedInLocation, etc. This is the lowest granularity degree of representation.
- Activities, considered as single actions with an inherent “purpose”, or composed by a set of different actions. An activity represents an intermediate granularity level of representation and has a startDateTime and endDateTime. E.g.: TakeCoffee, AttendConference, GroupMeeting, VideoCall, SendEmail, etc. An activity is defined by a set of compulsory actions plus a set of optional actions, where some of them can have temporal execution interdependencies, e.g. MakeCoffee, SpeakAtConference, VisitLocation, etc.
- Behaviours, a sequence of activities and/or actions. A behaviour is defined by a set of compulsory actions or activities plus a set of optional actions or activities, where some of them can have temporal execution interdependencies. E.g., the behaviour CoffeeBreak includes the Action ExitOffice, the Activity MakeCoffee or TakeCoffee, and the Action EnterOffice in this order. The difference between activity and behaviour is that an activity is always the same regardless the context, while a behaviour is always defined and valid within a concrete context. For instance the activity Running is always defined in the same way. However, if Running has a specific meaning or goal within a context, then it can be (part of) a specific behaviour.

Any user can perform (atomic) actions, activities and/or behaviours. These are structured in a hierarchy of ascending abstraction. Depending on the actors in the environment, they will be individual or collective (social) activities. It is important to mention the possibility of recursion in the definition of activities and behaviours: both can be defined semantically (through the involves property) as a set of actions and (sub) activities. For instance, the activity going to bed is composed by the activities having infusion and taking pills, and the actions putting pajama and brushing teeth. This design allows us to work in different degrees of granularity and to decompose complex activity and behaviour recognition stages into simpler procedures.

4. Relationships. Object and data properties model interaction among users and the environment that can serve to specify behaviours. Relationships can link Single Users, Generic User/Multi-users, or users and environment elements.

An excerpt of types of users, locations, and a subset of Actions and Activities, as well as object and data properties can be seen in Figs. 1–4. In addition, Fig. 5 represents a systematic relationship among the activity, user, and environment context. Since the full proposal cannot be shown due to space limitations, we make the
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Fig. 2. Excerpt of Location subclasses in the ontology (partial).

Activity duration and concurrency: Several activities can be per-

formed, by the same or different people, at the same or overlapping

times. Also, some events resulting from user actions, remain done for another user later, e.g., turn the lights on. The next users may not have to perform that action in order to com-

plete the same activity as the first user. To model these situa-

tions, the Boolean data property remainDone of the class

Action indicates when an action required by an activity can

remain done or "active" to someone else.

• Activity characterization and indispensable actions: Not all users carry out a given behaviour or activity on the same way. There-

fore, an activity can be performed according to more than one behaviour model, one per user. In order to know, in an efficient manner, if certain action is absolutely required to perform a given activity, the object property isIndispensableForActivity (Action, Activity) can be set to avoid further computations. The property isIndispensableForBehaviour (Action OR Activity, Behaviour) works in the same way for behaviours.

• Messages or alerts: Alerts are useful as reminders of forgotten actions or to warn about potentially hazardous situations. Types of messages are Error, Alarm, Information, or Suggestion; modelling the message recipients happens through Sender and Addressee Device, and User classes, respectively.

3.2. Fuzzification of the ontology

To represent our fuzzy entities in the created human activity ontology, we use Fuzzy OWL 2.1.1 plug-in6 in Protégé 4.1, jre 1.6, that provides support in creating Fuzzy OWL 2 ontologies. The plug-in does not translate fuzzy representations into OWL 2, but rather eases their representation by allowing specification of the type of fuzzy logic used, definition of fuzzy data types, fuzzy modified concepts, weighted concepts, weighted sum concepts, fuzzy nominals, fuzzy modifiers, fuzzy modified roles and data types, and fuzzy axioms [46]. In Fuzzy OWL 2, three main alphabets of symbols are assumed: concepts (fuzzy sets of individuals), roles, and individuals [46]. These are represented in an ontology as classes, relations, and individuals, respectively. The degree of truth of a fuzzy assertion is equal to the proportion of observers who think that the crisp assertion is true [29].

Considering the designed human activity ontology, we can identify data types, concepts, properties, and relations that are sus-

ceptible of being fuzzy. A fuzzy data type D is a pair (ΔD, ΦD) where ΔD is a concrete interpretation domain, and ΦD is a set of fuzzy concrete predicates D with an arity n and an interpretation dD : ΔD → [0, 1], which is an n-ary fuzzy relation over ΔD [46]. For fuzzy data types, the functions allowed in Fuzzy OWL 2, defined over an interval [k1, k2], are D → {left(k1, k2, a, b) (Fig. 6c), right(k1, k2, a, b) (Fig. 6d), triangular(k1, k2, a, b, c) (Fig. 6b), trapezoidal(k1, k2, a, b, c, d) (Fig. 6a), linear(k1, k2, c) (Fig. 6e), mod(d)}.

• Fuzzy data types and fuzzy concrete roles (data properties). Data properties in the original ontology can be transformed into fuzzy data types. Their range is expressed through data range expressions such as (double[>\text{-100.0}) and double[\leq 100.0]) (e.g. for hasTemperature data property range). We use as range the referential set over which the fuzzy membership functions associated are defined. On the other hand, fuzzy concrete role is defined in Fuzzy OWL 2 by setting its range data type to a pre-

viously defined fuzzy data type. Examples of membership functions used are:

- LowTemperature: fuzzy data type with left shoulder membership function (a = -5, b = 5).
- MediumTemperature: fuzzy data type with trapezoidal membership function (a = 5, b = 10, c = 20, d = 25).
- HighTemperature: fuzzy data type with right shoulder membership function (a = 25, b = 30).

5 Fuzzy Human Behaviour Ontology and experiments: http://users.abo.fi/ndiaz/

public/FuzzyHumanBehaviourOntology).

6 http://nemis.isti.cnr.it/straccia/software/FuzzyOWL/#plug-in.
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An annotation example in OWL 2 for the data type `highTemperature` is as follows (see Listing 1):

When creating a fuzzy role, an annotation property describing the type of the constructor and the value of its parameters are specified. Recursion is not allowed in the definition, and following the mapping in [46], only fuzzy modified roles are supported. The domain of the annotation will be any OWL 2 (object or data) property with the restriction that the modifier must be defined as a fuzzy modifier and that the base fuzzy role has a different name than the annotated role. Examples of fuzzy data types defined in our ontology are:

- ShortDuration, MediumDuration, LongDuration are fuzzy data types (FDT) used to represent duration in seconds. The concrete role (CR) Activity`hasDuration indicates the duration of an Activity.

- The FDT LowVolume, MediumVolume, HighVolume are used to represent audio volume level in dB. The CR Device`hasVolume indicates the volume of a Device with audio capability (computer, radio, TV, etc.).

- The FDT ClosedAperture, HalfAperture, OpenAperture describe aperture angle in degrees of the CR {Door, Window, Curtain, etc.}`hasAperture.

- SmallCapacity, MediumCapacity, LargeCapacity are FDT representing the amount of people, and they as used in CR of Location`hasCapacity to describe the capacity of a Location.

- The FDT LowHumidity, MediumHumidity, HighHumidity are used to model humidity (in g/m³) in the CR Location`hasHumidity of a Location.

- LowTemperature, MediumTemperature, HighTemperature are FDT to measure temperature in centigrade degrees, and they are applied over CR {Location, Room, Environment, GenericUser, Object}`hasTemperature of a Location, Environment, User, or Object.

- LowLighting, MediumLighting, HighLighting are FDT measuring lighting in lux, applied to CR of {Location, Environment}`hasLighting of a Location or Environment.

- The FDT LowNoiseLevel, MediumNoiseLevel, HighNoiseLevel are designed to measure noise level in dB in the CR {Location, Environment}`hasNoiseLevel of a Location or Environment.
Fig. 4. Excerpt of Action and Activity classes in the ontology (partial).

Fig. 5. Main relationship among User, Activity, and Environment in the modelled context ontology.

Fig. 6. Membership functions in [29] for fuzzy data type definition (i.e., fuzzy concrete domains) and fuzzy modifier functions: (a) Trapezoidal function; (b) triangular function; (c) left-shoulder function; (d) right-shoulder function; and (e) linear function.
Listing 1. Annotation for a new fuzzy data type highTemperature using rightshoulder modifier.

- LowPressure, MediumPressure, HighPressure are FDT to measure pressure in atmospheres, and they are used in the CR of (Location, Environment).hasPressure of a Location or Environment.
- FewPeople, MediumPeople, ManyPeople are integer-valued FDT to describe a number of people, in the CR of Event.hasNAttendants such as Conference, Seminar, Symposium, Workshop or other Event.

- Fuzzy Abstract Roles (Fuzzy Object Properties). Object properties in the original ontology can be transformed into fuzzy abstract roles by means of the assignment of a fuzzy membership value. Examples in our ontology are:
  - Thing-ismLocation-Location: Represents the location of anything (a Thing) in a given Location. A fuzzy degree can represent proximity.
  - User-attendsEvent-Event: Identifies a given User who attends an Event. Also, Event can belong to a Calendar.
  - Travel-toLocation-Location: Characterizes the activity Travel by specifying the destination Location it refers to.
  - Activity-happensInLocation-Location: Associates an Activity with a Location to indicate where it occurs.
  - Action-actionAppliesTo-Thing: Indicates the object over which an Action or Activity directly falls or acts over. E.g., WalkBy activity applies to Corridor if a user walks by a corridor.
  - GenericUser-hasPersonalStatus-PersonalStatus: Indicates a personal status of any User in a certain moment. PersonalStatus class is specialized into: Available, Away, Busy, OnHoliday, OnLeave.
  - Activity-involvesAction-Action (and involvesActivity, involves-OptAction, involvesOptActivity, respectively, where Opt stands for optional, relates an Activity with the Actions that it involves or requires. E.g., the DoPresentation activity involves actions SetLaptopOn, SetProjectorOn, StandUp, and Talk.
  - GenericUser-performsAction-Action and GenericUser-performsActivity-Activity specify which User performs an Action or an Activity, respectively. A fuzzy degree here represents the level of uncertainty about who performs the action.
  - Thing-isNearTo-Thing describes closeness among two entities (Object, User, Location, etc.).

- Fuzzy Modifiers and Fuzzy Modified Data Types: The degree of membership of fuzzy data types may be specialized by means of fuzzy modifiers. A modifier for a fuzzy number is a function $f_{mod} : [0, 1] \rightarrow [0, 1]$ which applies to a fuzzy set to change its membership function, which can be linear (c) (Fig. 6e) or triangular (a, b, c) (Fig. 6b). We define the fuzzy modifiers very as linear (0.85), and barely as linear (0.15), to improve the expressiveness of the ontology. For instance, given the object property isNearTo (Thing, Thing), the fuzzy modifiers can be used to define new fuzzy properties such as very (isNearTo) or barely (isNearTo) (i.e., isVeryNearTo, or isBarelyNearTo), and relate objects that are not close to each other, but very (respectively barely) close.

- Fuzzy Axioms or Assertions: In practice, expressing degrees of truth is reflected on real time when asserting axioms. Examples of fuzzy axioms can be assertions such as the following example: the User individual John IsInLocation Office with degree 0.7, if the system has detected usual activity of John at his office, but there are some changes in his routine.

When asserting axioms and defining data properties, linguistic labels make the editing of the rule closer to natural language and also easier for any kind of user, not requiring any technical knowledge. A degree within the interval [0,1] can, in addition, be provided for more precise assertions or axioms. For instance, to find whether there is any user which is close enough to the meeting room, we could assign a certainty value >0.8 to the query. Fuzzy queries will be provided in the experimental section as a proof of concept and for ontology evaluation.

3.3. Fuzzy reasoning

Our fuzzy ontology is mainly characterized by the presence of fuzzy data types, which are especially tackled by fuzzyDL. For this reason, we use this reasoner in our ontology. We do not specify degrees of truth initially on the ontology, these are asserted in execution time. Thus, $x$-cuts cannot be pre-calculated as in the Delorean reasoner. FuzzyDL, however, has some limitations that are analyzed in this section, as its implications in our proposal.

First of all, fuzzyDL does not allow representation of asymmetry and irreflexivity role axioms with the available constructors. In practice, this entails no critical implications to our work, since our roles are defined with domain and range for each property, and these are usually disjoint classes. Therefore, while it is possible to express reflexive and symmetric roles, we have to account that there will not be any asymmetry or irreflexivity that can be enforced by the reasoner. Secondly, cardinality restrictions are not implemented in fuzzyDL. This problem may cause 2 situations that we solve as follows: (1) E.g., in the Event class definition, belongsToCalendar min 1 Thing is equivalent to belongsToCalendar some Thing; and (2) In the User class definition, hasNUmers exactly 1 int can be substituted by hasNUmers some int. This fact, in addition to having hasNUmers as functional property, makes the number of relations hasNUmers to be exactly 1.

In general, activities are composed by a sequence of actions. However, this does not happen in practice all the time, e.g., some cycles can appear to complete “half done” actions, or forgotten things are made at the end. Some behaviour procedures are not followed in the logic order, but in the order in which the actions are actually needed, during its execution, without any specific sequence ordering (e.g., taking instruments while cooking). Since each behaviour has not a unique way to be performed, behaviours can be specified by a set of actions and/or activities that compose it. This is done through specifying the time of occurrence of actions, activities, and behaviours, and a membership function that represents the belonging of the action/activity to a given behaviour. Regarding the time of occurrence, actions have a crisp date-time as a timestamp. However, activities and actions have a startDate, endDateTime, and duration. Duration is a fuzzy data-type given by a triangular fuzzy function. Therefore, when an activity or behaviour is recognized, it will be with a degree of truth, and it will be logged as an activity or behaviour detected with a membership value in (0,1]. E.g.: The behaviour GoingForAWalk could have associated recognizedWithDegree (NataliaGoingForAWalk, 0.8).

4. Proof of concept and ontology validation

4.1. Case study: office domain and public buildings

Office and public buildings are a good scenario to test our approach, since the inclusion of the designed ontology into an automatic building control system could help to improve both energy efficiency and occupants’ wellness. This section describes a proof of concept about the potential of the fuzzy ontology in this domain, and the next sections provide an evaluation and comparison with
crisp ontologies to show the benefits of the approach. The main elements that are used to model knowledge in the office university environment are the following:

- **User status.** A user can have at work different status such as away, at work, on leave, on holiday, busy, or available. Users can also have work positions (secretary, researcher, technical staff, students, lecturers, etc.). Generic users in this domain can be company representatives, internal representatives, research partners, visitor researchers, visitor students, technical staff, etc.
- **Physical environment.** Architectural environment is also represented in order to monitor activities through e.g. presence sensors or cameras. Part of the environment are locations and their corresponding GPS coordinates. For this reason, we allow the representation of semantic maps including different components of indoor locations such as different types of buildings (public and privates) and different specializations of rooms (lecture rooms, laboratories corridors, kitchen, etc.), and outdoor locations such as parks, terraces, and means of transport.
- **Objects.** Any element subjected to possible interaction can be considered in this category. From furniture like windows and doors to desktop tools and devices. These devices connect to a specific network (that provides the context), and can represent a role such as addressee or sender devices in a given communication.
- **Actions.** Actions considered are not only focused on the work environment (setting projectors on/off, turn devices on/off, check-in at location, etc.) but also include those that can be considered in other environments (open fridge, being observed at location, etc.).
- **Activities.** Activities in the work environment include general and specific tasks such as going to work, lectures, meetings, presentations, and writing.
- **Behaviours.** Behaviours can be defined for specific routines or patterns based on actions, activities, and other environmental conditions. For instance, it is possible to express relations of interest including working for a certain project, being a partner, colleague (lab, department, university), advisor, etc. Modelling from general behaviours related with e.g., events and calendars, to in-office activities and object interaction is a possibility. When there is a lack of context information but there exists evidence of activities happening, we may reason with **UnknownUser’s**, **UnknownLocation**, **UnknownActivity** or **UnknownBehaviour**. In these cases, other context information within the same time frame may be crucial to help disclosing the human behaviour.

The current version of the developed ontology, validated with the OWL reasoners HermiT 1.3.6, Pellet 2.3.0 (2.2.0 Protegé plug-in) and fussyDL 1.1, consists of 228 classes, 133 object properties, 62 data properties and 33 test individuals, within SROIQ(D) DL expressiveness. Pitfalls found in the ontology modelling process were corrected using the OOPS! Pitfall Scanner [50]. To put an example of behaviour definition, we can identify the actions/activities that compose it and model it with timing ordering relations. Next, some examples show applications of use of our ontology:

**Example 1 (Defining a Behaviour).** The behaviour “having a coffee break” can be composed by a set of actions: exiting the office, going through the corridor to the kitchen, taking coffee if somebody already made it or making coffee if there is not any left, and then coming back to your office. In ontology terms, this could be expressed with a nested hierarchy of actions and two activities, MakeCoffee and TakeCoffee (underlined):

- **Behaviour To have a coffee break:** OpenDoor WalkBy (Corridor) BeObservedInLocation (Kitchen) (MakeCoffee + TakeCoffee) WalkBy (Corridor) OpenDoor.
- **Activity MakeCoffee:** OpenCupboard TurnCoffeeMachineOn MoveObject (CoffeeJar) OpenFridge.
- **Activity TakeCoffee:** MoveObject (CoffeeJar) OpenFridge.

Fig. 7 shows the underlying state machine to recognize the same behaviour. Activities are represented with white large nodes, while actions are represented with small purple nodes. Activities are, at the same time, abstractions of other state machines able to recognize fine-grained activities. Fig. 8 shows, in more detail, the same behaviour at action level. This hierarchical and recursive design is useful to decompose the recognition process in smaller ones and provide different levels of abstraction. As an example, the activity MakeCoffee could be expressed with the following axioms:

\[
\forall \text{User : } \text{performsAction(User, OpenCupboard)} \land \text{performsAction(User, TurnCoffeeMachineOn)} \land \text{performsAction(User, MoveCoffeeJar)} \land \text{performsAction(User, OpenFridge)} \rightarrow \text{performsActivity(User, MakeCoffee)}.
\]

**Example 2 (Defining a behaviour with OWL 2 axioms (II)).** Let us suppose we want to define a meeting with the vice-chancellor or Rector as a special type of meeting. The concept HavingRectorMeeting can be defined as a meeting in any auditorium or meeting room, which is hosting at least 10 people and someone of those room occupants has the Rector work position. HavingRectorMeeting will be a specialization class of Meeting; more concretely, with the following restrictions:

\[
\text{HavingRectorMeeting = Meeting and (happensInLocation some } ((\text{AuditoriumOrMeetingRoom}) \land \text{isLocationFor some (hasWorkPosition some Rector}) \land \text{isHostingNPeople some int [int} \geq 10^\text{ and} \text{(hasProjector some \text{hasDeviceStatus value On}))}))(\text{)}).
\]

**Example 3 (Defining Crisp Rules).** Concrete application domain rules can be modelled in pure OWL 2, Fuzzy OWL 2 e.g. with Mamdani rules) or rule languages such as SWRL [51] or SPIN [52]. For instance, if there is a scheduled conference for more than 25 people, we can automatically activate the lights 10 min before the event starts. Let L be a variable for any Location, X be an integer variable, and T be a timestamp. Then the rule can be modelled as follows:

\[
\forall \text{Meeting, Event, L, X, T : isProgrammedWithinEvent}\land \text{isScheduledAtLocation(Event, L)} \land \text{hasAttendants(Event, X) \land X} > 25 \land \text{hasProgrammedStartDateTime(Event, T)} \land \text{atDateTime(TurnLightsOn, T} \geq 0 \land \text{00}) \land \text{lightsAtLocation(TurnLightsOn, L)}\]
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**Example 4 (Executing Fuzzy Queries).** There are several ways of running a query. One of the aims of running a query is finding if a rule is triggering. For instance, to determine the minimal degree to which individual Natalia'sNokiaN8 is an instance of concept Phone, we would run: `(min-instance? Natalia'sNokiaN8 Phone)`. However, if we want to know all Phone concept instances, the following query applies the previous query to every individual in the KB: `(all-instances? Phone)`.

On the other hand, if we want to determine the maximal degree to which individual pair (Natalia, JohanLiliusOffice) is an instance of role isInLocation, this can be obtained as: `(max-related? Natalia JohanLiliusOffice isInLocation)`. In the opposite side, another possible query is finding the minimal degree to which a concept A, e.g., VeryFullCapacity, subsumes a concept B, e.g., FullCapacity. This query would be expressed as: `(min-subs? VeryFullCapacity FullCapacity)`. Optionally, an individual, as well as Lukasiewicz, Gödel, or Kleene-Dienes implications, can be used for this type of query [45].

**Example 5 (Defining Fuzzy Rules).** Fuzzy rules in fuzzyDL can be expressed with the Mamdani structure or as implication rules. These can be mapped to a set of statements in a fuzzy KB as a fuzzy control system [45]. The definition of logical rules as Mamdani rules is performed as follows: `(define-concept MamdaniRuleBase (g-or Rule1 ... RuleN))`. For example, the rule “If the User Natalia is away for the weekend and the weather situation in Turku becomes very stormy, all electricity appliances should be turned off” can be expressed as: `(define-concept Rule1 = (g-and (Natalia (some hasStatus AwayForWeekend)) (WeatherSituationTurku (some isCurrently VeryStormy)) (TurnOffAllElectricitySwitches (some with-Params Natalia'sApartment))))`.

The input to the controller/facts can be done using the following syntax: `(instance input (= and WeatherSituationTurku (some isCurrently NearlyCloudy))) (instance input (= and Natalia (some hasStatus AtWork))) (...).

In addition to the previous example, we may be interested in finding the real value of a fuzzy concept when using different fuzzy linguistic labels. This process is known as defuzzification and it can be done with the following command for the previous rules: `(defuzzify-lom? MamdaniRuleBase input TurnOffAllElectricitySwitches)`.

Alternatively and equivalently, the definition of logical rules can be done as implication rules instead. In this case, we show how to...
encode a rule that detects if Natalia’s phone is in a location near Johan’s office. If this happens, it is recognized that they are having a meeting and starts recording in her phone the agenda and transcribing it from her phone to her calendar to have it into account for the next meeting:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(define-concept antecedent1} & \text{(g-and User (some performsAction MakeCoffee))}) \\
\text{(define-concept MakeCoffee} & \text{(w-sum (0.1 OpenCupboard) (0.5 TurnCoffeeMachineOn) (0.3 MoveCoffeeJar) (0.1 OpenFridge)))} \\
\text{(define-concept consequent1} & \text{(g-and User (some performsActivity MakingCoffee))}) \\
\text{(define-concept Rule1} & \text{(l-implies antecedent1 consequent1})
\end{align*}
\]

Rule 2

If a meeting room has the lights on, there is a meeting going on at the room

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(define-concept antecedent2} & \text{(g-and MeetingRoom (some hasLights (some hasStatus ON)))}) \\
\text{(define-concept consequent2} & \text{(g-and MeetingRoom (some hasOccupancyStatus HoldingAMeeting)))} \\
\text{(define-concept Rule2} & \text{(l-implies antecedent2 consequent2})
\end{align*}
\]

Rule 3

If a person makes use of a bottle, a plate, a fork, a spoon, and a knife, we have high certainty that he/she is having lunch

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(define-concept antecedent3} & \text{(g-and User (some performsAction Lunch))}) \\
\text{(define-concept Lunch} & \text{(w-sum (0.1 UseBottle) (0.4 UsePlate) (0.2 UseFork) (0.2 UseSpoon) (0.1 UseKnife)))} \\
\text{(define-concept consequent3} & \text{(g-and User (some performsActivity HaveLunch))}) \\
\text{(define-concept Rule3} & \text{(l-implies antecedent3 consequent3})
\end{align*}
\]

Rule 4

If a person goes out of his/her office, passes by the corridor, opens the storage room, and takes the exercise stick, then he/she is performing a Keppijumpa stretching exercise

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(define-concept antecedent4} & \text{(g-and User (some performsAction KeppijumpaStretchingExercise))}) \\
\text{(define-concept KeppijumpaStretchingExercise} & \text{(w-sum (0.1 ExitOffice) (0.1 ExitCorridor) (0.1 OpenStorageRoom) (0.4 UseStick)))} \\
\text{(define-concept consequent4} & \text{(g-and User (some performsActivity DoStretching))}) \\
\text{(define-concept Rule4} & \text{(l-implies antecedent4 consequent4})
\end{align*}
\]

Rule 5

If a user’s phone is in a location near the office of the head of the laboratory, then the user is having a meeting with his/her supervisor

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(define-concept antecedent5} & \text{(g-and User (some hasPhone (some isInLocation (some isNearTo JohanLiliusOffice))))}) \\
\text{(define-concept consequent5} & \text{(g-and User (some performsActivity MeetingSupervisor))}) \\
\text{(define-concept Rule5} & \text{(l-implies antecedent5 consequent5})
\end{align*}
\]

4.2. Ontology validation

In this section, we show the benefits of a fuzzy ontology for human behaviour recognition with respect to crisp approaches. With that purpose, we define two evaluation parameters. The scalability is understood as the capability of the ontology to perform with a rule set and a reasoner to achieve activity recognition, in reasonable execution time, for large amounts of data size (KB’s size). The satisfiability degree (or firing accuracy of rules, \(\in [0,1]\)) is another parameter considered, not directly present in crisp ontologies, where either an activity is recognized or not. The satisfiability degree influences the recognition accuracy and gives more precise information about the certainty of having recognized certain activity happening.

Although the literature offers a wide variety of activity recognition datasets, it is rare to find them expressed in the form of semantic ontology-based axioms. One exception is the Opportunity Dataset [53], adapted to an ontological framework [54]. Their multilevel activity ontology-based dataset is validated with ELOG reasoner and it shows a high degree of concurrency in fine-grained activities [54]. ELOG is a probabilistic reasoner for OWL EL, focused on the log-linear description logic based on \(\text{EL} + +\) without nominals and concrete domains (\(\text{EL}^{++}\)). It is worth noting that the computational cost of OWL EL is much lower than for fuzzyDL. However, this is a trade-off that makes fuzzyDL stronger due to its \(\text{SHIF}^{2}\) expressivity, much superior to the one of OWL EL.

When dealing with uncertainty, it is important to distinguish when probabilistic reasoning is suitable with respect to fuzzy reasoning. Probabilistic reasoning can model uncertainty associated to previous experience cases. However, fuzzy reasoning can help modelling vagueness or natural language-based descriptions, based on knowledge representation. For instance, almost every day Peter has muesli for breakfast. Expressions such as “almost every day”, “quite”, and “little” could be modelled to better preserve natural language when expressing rules from experts. To validate our own ontology, we create a fuzzy rule KB for human activity recognition with concepts and relationships. In addition, for more complex queries, based on triple patterns such as in standard SPARQL queries, a mapping can be seen in [55] between triple pattern queries (s, p, o) and fuzzyDL queries. E.g. for queries with wildcards such as, e.g., (? , p , o), the following fuzzyDL query could be used to find the minimal degree of satisfiability for that given predicate form:

\[
\text{If } D \in p. \text{ Domain: } \forall \text{ Individual } i \in D: (\text{min-related? } i \ i o p).
\]

For these reasons, as we require a fuzzy reasoner due to semantics, we cannot reuse existing datasets and therefore, we designed our own set of rules for fuzzyDL 2.04 (using Gurobi optimizer 5.0.2).

The rules we used for the ontology validation experiment are shown in Tables 1 and 2, but the whole file with fuzzyDL instances and other definitions and queries is available online together with the ontology. Additional information about the fuzzyDL syntax may be found in [56].

The goal of our experiment is to verify that fuzzy ontologies can outperform crisp ontologies in human behaviour recognition. Thus,
for the test, we created 8 implicative rules that were applied over the fuzzy approach and its corresponding crisp ontology. Rules 1–5 test flexibility in the sense that skipping some actions does not prevent the recognition of a behaviour. These rules were designed with the aim of giving different weights to certain actions within an activity, so that weights can strengthen the importance of the different actions that compose an activity to finally give an overall degree of satisfiability. On the other hand, rules 6, 7, and 8 use fuzzy membership functions such as the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
(\text{define-fuzzy-concept} & \text{ lowImmuneDefenseLevelCrisp left-shoulder} \\
& (0, 10, 0, 5)) \\
(\text{define-fuzzy-concept} & \text{ badSleepQualityCrisp left-shoulder} \\
& (0.0, 20, 4.0, 5.0)) \\
(\text{define-fuzzy-concept} & \text{ highNStepsCrisp right-shoulder} \\
& (0, 50000, 7000, 10000)) \\
(\text{define-fuzzy-concept} & \text{ lowNSteps left-shoulder} \\
& (0, 50000, 2000, 2500))
\end{align*}
\]

To transform these fuzzy concepts to the crisp case, thresholds need to be taken from the membership functions above and then hard-coded to work as thresholds as shown by the next lines:

\[
\begin{align*}
(\text{define-concept} & \text{ lowImmuneDefenseLevelCrisp} \text{ ImmuneDefenseLevel}) \\
(\text{define-concept antecedent6} & \text{ (g-and some hasAvgSleepQuality badSleepQuality) (some didAvgNSteps highNSteps)}) \\
(\text{define-concept consequent6} & \text{ (g-and User some hasImmuneDefenseLevel lowImmuneDefenseLevel)})
\end{align*}
\]

This rule formulation for the crisp case shows more limitations in expressivity and further reasoning than the fuzzy approach, since the formulation of the rule above would not allow linguistic variables for further imprecise queries of the type (all instances? (some hasImmuneDefenseLevel lowImmuneDefenseLevel)).

After creating the set of rules, we instantiated individuals and formulated queries 1–8 in Table 3, to verify the triggering of rules 1–8, respectively. All queries were designed so that they should fire (in fuzzy case, to certain degree), except rule 6, that is made to not fire at all. On the fuzzy case, we assume that the firing of a rule to detect a behaviour is subject to an activity/behaviour-dependent threshold. For the sake of simplicity, in Table 4, we considered as fired those rules whose answer had a degree of satisfiability larger than zero.

### Table 2
Fuzzy Rules 6–8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties for Rules 6, 7, 8</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy properties for representing the personal average sleep quality in number of sleeping h/day, average number of steps walked per day, and overall immune-defense level for overall health in a integer scale of [0, 10]</td>
<td>(functional hasAvgSleepQuality) (functional didAvgNSteps) (functional hasImmuneDefenseLevel) (range hasAvgSleepQuality “real” 0.0 20.0) (range didAvgNSteps “integer” 0 50000) (range hasImmuneDefenseLevel “integer” 0 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule 6 description</td>
<td>If sleep quality is very bad and pedometer-based step counter measures a low number and stress is high, then immune-defense is low (having a coffee break may be recommended)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule 7 description</td>
<td>Analog to Rule 6 but caused when the person is not having enough exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule 8 description</td>
<td>A disjunction among two previously defined rules</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3
Fuzzy queries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Query 1</td>
<td>(min-instance? Victor (some performsActivity MakingCoffee))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 2</td>
<td>(min-instance? ADARoom (some hasOccupancyStatus HoldingAMeeting))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 3</td>
<td>(min-instance? Robin (some performsActivity HaveLunch))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 4</td>
<td>(min-instance? Natalia (some performsActivity DoStretching))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 5</td>
<td>(min-instance? Ana (some performsActivity MeetingSupervisor))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 6</td>
<td>(min-instance? facts Rules6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 7</td>
<td>(min-instance? facts Rules7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 8</td>
<td>(min-instance? facts Rules8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4
Degree of satisfiability for crisp VS fuzzy (equivalent) human behaviour rules. In crisp case, 0 = No firing; 1 = Firing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Crisp answer</th>
<th>Fuzzy answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Query 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query 8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Firing accuracy 37.5% 100%
Among average times of our 8-query dataset can be seen in Table 6. Thus, we may conclude that fuzzy ontologies can provide improvements with uncertainty and eases the management of these situations. However, a fuzzy approach deals on specific domain scenarios where threshold values need to be tuned and optimized accordingly. However, it is worth mentioning that all times were measured when running each query isolated and independently from others. This is to make queries comparable, since once a first query has been answered, the rest of queries take much less time due to the reuse of the internal graph model already built. As conclusion, we can affirm that fuzzy ontologies-reasoning for activity recognition is scalable.

In the crisp case, for any reason, one of these actions is not detected, the activity DoStretching is not recognized, as Table 4 shows. However, the fuzzy approach still fires the rule with a certainty degree value lower than 1. To implement this behaviour in the crisp ontology, we need to establish a threshold criteria for each fact, behaviour, or object to be considered in the case that the certainty of a fact is not 1, so that the rules can fire. This may be done manually or using optimization techniques such as genetic or evolutionary algorithms. This is part of future work directions on specific domain scenarios where threshold values need to be tuned and optimized accordingly. However, a fuzzy approach deals with uncertainty and eases the management of these situations. Thus, we may conclude that fuzzy ontologies can provide improvements in expressivity with respect to the crisp cases, but also in performance due to their power to manage uncertainty.

Having shown the benefits of fuzzy ontologies over crisp ones, in modelling human behaviour, we are also interested in evaluating if our approach scales to large sizes of Knowledge Bases. With this purpose, we measured execution times for queries 1–8. We implemented the equivalent set of crisp queries in fuzzyDL as well, to evaluate performance and recognition accuracy and to better assess the rules’ scalability factor in practice. Both fuzzy and crisp experiments can be compared in Table 5, and the differences among average times of our 8-query dataset can be seen in Table 6. We must notice that execution time does not vary substantially for fuzzy queries with respect to crisp queries. However, a larger increase in average time occurs when we enlarge the KB dataset to at least $10^5$ instances in both crisp and fuzzy cases. In the fuzzy case, query average response time goes to the order of up to $\sim(13 – 16)$ minutes. We are aware that this delay may be too long if the purpose is to notify about safety–critical activities. Therefore, in the future, we will focus on prioritizing the detection of critical activities so that the current reaction time obtained can decrease.

It is important to note that, although KBs of size $10^5$ impose a considerable increase of execution time with respect to KBs of size $10^4$ (from orders of about 300 times more), this is not significant due to the comparison with respect to crisp reasoning in KBs of the same size. In fact, importantly enough, for KB sizes of $10^5$ instances, some queries are faster in the fuzzy case than in the crisp one. FuzzyDL internal reasoning tableau algorithm optimizations for large numbers of axioms/instances, Java virtual memory swapping or cache memory functioning seem to be implementation-related reasons for this phenomenon to happen. In any case, it is worth mentioning that all times were measured when running each query isolated and independently from others. This is to make queries comparable, since once a first query has been answered, the rest of queries take much less time due to the reuse of the internal graph model already built. As conclusion, we can affirm that fuzzy ontology-reasoning for activity recognition is scalable.

Both crisp and fuzzy experiments, measuring query running time in seconds, were run on an Intel(R) Core i7-4500U@1.80 GHZ 2.40 GHZ, 8 GB RAM 64-bit and Windows 8.1. A limitation of fuzzyDL is the maximum number of individuals allowed (maxIndiviudals = 1000000000). Nevertheless, a KB of size $10^6$ was not handled by Java memory.

As a final remark, and considering future larger data size scenarios, we believe on the potential of combining the use of a crisp-fuzzy hybrid architecture approach of KBs for performance and scaling reasons. This would allow advantages of both paradigms to be fully exploited (see further discussion in [55]).

5. Conclusions and future work

Knowledge-based techniques, such as ontology-based activity modelling, add a set of advantages for incremental and context-aware recognition. It is a suitable approach to achieve interoperability, abstraction, and modularity in an easier way. However, some expressiveness limitations in OWL DL are also found related with the lack of support for temporal reasoning [35] and often, an external rule engine is used to express more complex modelling. A set of ontologies for human activity modelling has been created in the recent past [4] which is able to deal with different context.

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KB size in number of individuals (Users)</th>
<th>Average query running time (s) difference (fuzzy–crisp)</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10^2</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^3</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^4</td>
<td>0.2016</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^5</td>
<td>-4.8468</td>
<td>128.8485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6

Average execution time differences (in s) for the 8 queries (fuzzy and crisp) dataset and different Knowledge Base (KB) sizes in number of individuals/instances (User).
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information. The proposal in this work shows a set of advantages in respect to the existing ones. The main contribution is the support to model and treat uncertain, incomplete, vague, or imprecise information, therefore easing the modelling of more flexible models as well as allowing incomplete but real-life queries. For instance, we may want to get notifications the days when a certain office has “very high” temperatures, or we may want to know at what time window our work’s restaurant is least crowded. When exact numbers are not known or they are not relevant to get a fast answer, imprecise knowledge eases the task of information retrieval. In addition, we demonstrate that fuzzy ontologies may be more realistic and provide better accuracy for human behaviour recognition than crisp ontologies. In the experimental section, we show that if facts are not completely true, crisp rules cannot fire, while a fuzzy approach fires them with a satisfiability or certainty degree. Solving this situation in crisp solutions would require a continuous threshold management that would make the problem more complex, while fuzzy systems deal with this type of situations in a natural way. Apart from being more accurate, we also showed that the fuzzy approach is scalable for larger sizes of KBs.

Furthermore, varied (from fine to coarse-grained) levels of abstraction are provided to identify atomic actions, activities composed by actions, and behaviours comprised by an aggregation of the latter two. Recursion, for more flexible and scalable modelling, is also allowed at activity and behaviour levels. A behaviour can be customized and associated to a unique user, user group, or certain type of action, activity, or context dependence. Our ontology is applied to human behaviour recognition in the office and public buildings domain, but is easily expandable to other domains. Since we provide different granularity levels of activities, incremental context acquisition — typical of ontology-based reasoning — is supported and made easier to abstract behaviours. Likewise, this results on a precise and accurate definition of activities. We provide not only knowledge engineering for dealing with uncertainty, but we also allow for modelling activities where its actors or locations where they take place are unknown. These conditions allow, in this way, more realistic settings and also, more abstract and different group activities.

After experimenting with a real life and complex enough ontology, we can affirm that there is a need for more complete fuzzy reasoners that can handle real-time notifications (such as a subscription mechanism as in e.g. M3 RDF store [56]) to avoid bottleneckers that can handle real-time notifications (such as a subscribe) in the M3 RDF store ([56]) to avoid bottlenecks with constant querying. This does not occlude fuzzyDL’s potential and the fact that it has shown to be successful in diverse domains. In our presented case study, modelling rules in fuzzyDL also showed some challenges. As fuzzyDL does not allow yet to express implication rules where the subject in a triple (s,p,o) is a concrete individual, our experiment focused on general rules for individuals of a given class C that acts as the subject of the query. In the future, we expect to have more efficient ways of concreting the rule so that it can specifically apply to unique instances/individuals so as to achieve a proper rule personalization. At the moment, three workarounds solve this situation. a) An extra class (e.g. NataliaClass concept) can be created for each rule we want it to affect solely to a concrete individual (e.g. individual Natalia from class User). This makes explicit, by naming a class with an individual’s name, that rule should only apply to the given individual. b) The firing of the rule for a given individual can be detected by first instantiating the individual of interest (in this case Natalia) as an instance of that rule (e.g. Rule 4): (instance Natalia Rule4). This step is required to give a correct answer in the second step. Secondly, a rule firing can be detected by querying the degree of satisfiability of individual Natalia satisfying Rule 4. This is done by querying for Natalia being an instance of the rule’s consequent (this applies to a given moment, i.e. state of the KB). E.g.: (min-instance? Natalia (some performsActivity DoStretching)). c) It is also possible to find all individuals satisfying a given rule by querying: (all-instances? Rule4) after having instantiated all individuals that we want the rule to apply to (as in step b). E.g.: (instance Natalia Rule4). Although the novelty of our ontology is to overcome the problems of existing proposals which are unable to model uncertainty, the limitations are those common problems of ontology-based modelling on complex behaviours. This is because ontology-based modelling may not overcome performance as its most characteristic feature and definitions can seem unnatural at times [35]. Therefore, future works should consider these aspects more specifically and improve fuzzy ontology modelling real human interaction, as well as interfaces for end-users. One possible solution would be to create hybrid approaches involving data-driven techniques and fuzzy ontologies for human behaviour recognition as a next step in our research. Another future direction to explore is modelling and detecting human behaviour changes. Using learning instance matching, i.e., (data level, non-schema) ontology mapping for new data integration [57], could be an approach towards automating the evolution or learning of behaviour changes.
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